How much does it cost to make an app like Tinder
1. Discussing the Requirements for App Development
● Platforms
● Type of App
● Complexity
● Infrastructure
2. Concluding Factors Influencing Development Cost
3. Geographic Impact on App Development
4. Estimating Costs for UI & UX Design
5. Deciding on Features and Functions 6. Cost for After-Development Processes
7. Conclusive Factors that Reduce Development Cost
8. Finalizing the Budget Report

What's the deal with Tinder?
Tinder is a free dating app for Android and iOS phones and tablets. Tinder, unlike traditional
old-school apps, places a premium on geographical proximity, making it simple and quick to
connect with people for long or short-term relationships. The trick is as simple as looking at the
potential match and swiping left (No) or right (Like).
The app analyses user data using Facebook accounts and suggests matches based on
geographical location, shared interests, or mutual friends. The result of mutual swipes is a
match. Tinder alerts users if the people they're looking for are in their area based on their age
range and gender.
The secret to the app's success lies in its simplicity and visual appeal. The registration process
is virtually non-existent; you simply log in with Facebook and the app pulls data from there. You
can also add or edit all of the details, as well as a personal description. Make a good impression
and participate!

Tinder features
●
●

In-app purchases (for extra options, ratings, etc.)
Advanced matching algorithms

●
●
●
●
●

Social media integrations
Protection from uncensored content and abuse
User anonymity
User engaging features, like Tinder Moments
Match suggestion

Cost to Make an app like Tinder
If you want to create your own dating app and want to know how much it costs to make an
app like Tinder, be prepared to spend a lot of money.
The functionality of a Tinder-like app necessitates a complex architecture and lengthy
development.
Even a simple version for a single platform can take over 1000 hours to complete.
The most expensive parts of creating an app like Tinder are:
●

App development for a single platform: nearly 1000 hours, backend: 200+ hours, design:
near 100 hours, PM/QA: up to 100 hours

●

The hourly rate of the development team you'd hire is the next big factor to consider
when calculating how much it costs to make an app like Tinder.

●

Rates can range from $25 to $150, as we've mentioned in previous posts about Uber
and Whatsapp app costs.

●

Assuming we go somewhere in the middle, say $50 per hour for the sake of our
calculation, 1400 hours equals $70.000.

●

However, you can save even more money if you hire our app developers at
ThinkMobiles for $30.

Type of work

iOS

Android

iOS & Android

Web (back-end, admin
panel)

→

→

670h (equal for one and two
platforms)

Mobile development

619h

622h

1241h

DevOps and meetings

122h

122h

244h

Demo preparation

90h

90h

180h

Release to production

22h

22h

44h

Design

100h

100h

180h

Total time

1623 hours

1626 hours

2559 hours

Total cost

$81,150

$81,300

$127,950

Thanks for reading this pdf on tinder like app development cost.

